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1 Introduction

The study of periodically time varying systems is a topic of growing research. In [7] an equiva-

lence between m-input, p-output, linear, N-periodic, causal, discrete systems and a class of discret,;

linear, time invariant, causal systems was established. Namely, this class consists of mN-input,

pN-output, linear time invariant (LTI) systems with A- transforms P(A) such that P(O) is a block

lower triangular matrix. This equivalence is strong in the sense that it preserves the algebraic

structure (isomorphism) and the norm (isometry). This equivalence is termed "lifting" and the LTI

system that lifting associates with the N-periodic system is called the "lifted" system. Hence, we

can effectively use the theory of LTI systems to study periodic ones. In fact, the authors in [7] use

this equivalence to prove that although the performance is not improved , periodic compensators for

LTI plants offer significant advantages in terms of robustness to parametric uncertainty. Moreover,

they argue that the optimal in e2 to e2 sense compensator for a N-periodic system is N-periodic.

Indeed, as it is proved in [1] the above argument is true also in the worst case eo to el sense. Hence,

it can be easily inferred that the optimal controller for the N-periodic system can be obtained by

solving the equivalent LTI problem. This problem however, includes a constraint on the optimal

LTI compensator C(A), namely C(O) should be block lower triangular matrix so that C corresponds

to a causal N-periodic controller.

The above problem was solved in [2, 3] in an optimal exo to eI sense. In this paper we present the

solution to the same problem in an optimal e2 to e2 sense. The solution to this 'oo problem, consists

of modifying the standard Nehari's approach [6] in order to account for the additional causality

constraint on the compensator. This modification yields to a finite dimensional convex optimization

problem over a convex set that needs to be solved before applying the standard solution to the Nehari

problem. The solution to the above convex finite dimensional problem can be obtained easily using

standard programming techniques. Once this is done, we obtain the optimal LTI controller, and

hence the optimal N-periodic controller for the original N-periodic system, by solving a standard

Nehari's problem.

Also in this paper, we encounter the problem of minimizing the W72 norm of the system in

the lifted domain by using a compensator C(A) with C(O) a block lower triangular matrix. This

corresponds to solving the LQG problem for the original periodic system. The solution to the latter

problem is known and is obtained by solving a pair of periodic Riccatti equations. The solution we

present here for the R 2 problem in the lifted domain consists an alternative way of solving the LQG

problem for periodic systems. This alternative solution involves only LTI systems and is obtained
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by utilizing the Projection theorem in Hilbert spaces.

Finally, we demonstrate that exactly the same method of solution to the 'H- and H72 problems

in periodic systems atpplies when covisildcring the same problems in multirate sample?( lata systems.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present some mathematical preliminaries

together with some background on periodic systems. In section 3 the problems are defined and in

section 4 we present their solutions. In section 5 we indicate how to solve the optimal performance

problem in multirate systems and also how to treat the robustness issues in periodic and multirate

systems. Finally, in section 6 we summarize and draw conclusions.

2 Notation and Preliminaries

In this paper the following notation is used:

p(.): The spectral radius.

a(.): The maximum singular value.

Ete: The space of real m x 1 vector valued sequences.

12 : The space of real m x 1 vectors u each of whose components is an energy bounded real sequence

(ui(k)); 0. The norm is defined as:

I1U110" 4e (E E(U,(k))2)1f
i=1 k=O

4(A): The A-transform of a right sided m x n real sequence H = (H(k)) =o0 defined as:

H(A) 'df H(k)' k
k=O

xn; The space of all m x n matrix valued functions F defined on the unit circle C with

ess sup T(F(ej`)) def IIFIIl°: < oo00
E([0,2w]

£CxC,: The space of matrix valued functions F defined on the unit circle C with

(2.r)-' trace(FT (_ j )F(ejo))dO =d F FI L < oo

"ox,,: The space of all m x n matrix valued functions F analytic in the open unit disk D with

sup max T(F(rejO)) df IlFio < 00
rE(o,1) OE[o,21r]
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72x: The space of all m x n matrix valued functions F analytic in the open unit disk D with

sup (2Xr)' j2l trace(FT(re-j)F(rejG))d-O L IIFII,,, < 00
rE(0,1)

BT : The space of all linear bounded and causal maps from e2 to 1e. We refer to these operators

as e2-stable.

Btxn : The subspace of rBTn consisting of the maps that commute with the shift operator (i.e.

the time invariant maps).

II : The kth-truncation operator on eot, defined as:

IIm: {u(O) u(1) .... I * u(O)** u(k)O., . . .}

Am, The right shift operator on £',' i.e.

Am : {a(O), a(1),.. } {0,a(O), a(1),. .}

Note: We will often drop the m and n in the above notation when the dimension is not important

or when it is clear from the context. Also, subscripts on the norms are dropped when there is no

ambiguity.

We now present some definitions and facts that are used in this paper.

Definition 2.1 Let f: em ¢,e eo,L be an operator. f is called causal if

HnfUf = H,,fj,,u, Vk = 0,1,2, . . . ,

f is called strictly causal if

IIfu= IsnfjrlU, Vk = 0, 1,2,...,

Let f represent the input-output map from et"' to 'pC' of a linear causal time varying system.

Definition 2.2 The map f is N-periodic if and only if it commutes with the Nth power of the

right shift; i.e.

f(Am)N = (Ap)Nf
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If f is a linear N-periodic finite dimensional operator associated with the the state space de-

scription

x(t + 1) = A(t)x(t) + B(t)u(t)

y(t) = C(t)x(t) + D(t)u(t),

t = 0, 1,2,... with (A(.), B(.), C(.), D(.)) being N-periodic matrices then

Definition 2.3 The pair (A(.), B(.)) is called stabilizable if there exists a bounded matrix function

K(.) such that the system x(t + 1) = (A(t)- B(t)K(t))x(t) is exponentially stable [4]. Similarly,

the pair (A(.), C(.)) is detectable if there is a bounded matrix function L(.) such that the system

x(t + 1) (A(t) - L(t)C(t))x(t) is exponentially stable.

The following facts can be found in [7]. Let f be N-periodic and W, represent the isomorphism

Wm :- r , e I

a(O) a(N)
a(1) a(N + 1)

a = {a(O),a(l), .}. -- W,(a)= { 

a(N- 1) a(2N-1)

Define the map L as

L(f) = WpfW;,

where Wp is defined similarly to W,. Then L(f) represents a system with inputs in "mN and outputs

in epN'. Moreover, as shown in [7] L(f) is LTI and the following hold:

Fact 2.1 Given a m-input p-output linear causal N-periodic system f, one can associate via the

map L a unique causal (pN x mN) LTI system L(f) with a transfer matrix F(A). Conversely, any

(pN x mN) transfer matrix P(X) with P(O) block lower triangular can be associated by L- ' with

a unique m-input, p-output, linear, causal, N-periodic system.

Note: In the above fact, F(O) block lower triangular means that

moo O OO)= Fo O0 ... 0
0

FNO FN1 FN2 * FNN

where each submatrix Fij has dimension p x m. This is exactly what is meant when the term block

lower triangular is used hereafter. Also, we will use the term "lifting" to indicate the action of L to a
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system f (i.e. F is the lifted system or F is the lift of f). Finally, to avoid proliferation of notation,

we hereafter use W generically instead of W, where the subscript n specifies the dimension of the

elements of the sequence tha, this isomorphis:ri acts on.

Fact 2.2 L preserves the algebraic properties and the norm. In particular,

sup I(full, = sup IlFwllt,
uEBt2~ wuEB 2

Nt 

Hence, f is input-output stable if and only if F = L(f) is stable.

Suppose in addition, that f is finite dimensional with a stabilizable and detectable state space

description. In [1, 9] it is shown that we can obtain a doubly coprime factorization (dcf) of f by

obtaining a dcf of the lifted system F. The key observation in [1] is that the factors of F obtained

using the standard formulas in [6] possess the property of being block lower triangular at A = 0.

Hence, since L is an isomorphism, we can obtain a dcf of f, the factors being the images of the

inverse map of the lifted LTI factors of F and therefore N-periodic. Also assuming well-posedness

[6, 41 we can characterize all stabilizing controllers c in terms of these factors. In summary we have:

Fact 2.3 Let F = NtDF- 1 = D-1N, and

Xr -Y. Di Y _
-N, D, NV X j

represent a dcf of F where the factors are given as in [6]. Then, the following represent a dcf of f:

f = -nd
-) = d- 1 n,

--n, d, .nd ix

where nt = L-1(N,), di = L-1(DI), xl = L-L(XI), yi = L-'(Yi), n, = L-1 (N,), d, = L-'(Dr),

z, = L-'(X,), y, = L-'(Y,) are in BTv and N-periodic. Moreover, all stabilizing time varying

controllers c of f are given by

c = (yl - djq)(xl - nlq)- 1 = (x,. - qn,.)-'(y, - qd,.)

where q E BTV-

Note that in the above fact it is easy to check that q is N-periodic if and only if c is N periodic.

Finally, along the lines of [?], it is shown in [1] that the optimal performance in periodic plants is

achieved with periodic controllers, namely:
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Fact 2.4 Let Hp, Up, Vp be N -periodic and stable causal linear operators. Then

inf IIHp - UpQVpll = inf I'Hp - UpQpV
QEBTV Q'

where Qp is N-periodic and in BTV-

3 Problem Definition

The standard block diagram for the disturbance rejection problem is depicted in Figure 1.

In this figure , Pp denotes some fixed linear causal N-periodic plant, C, denotes a time varying

compensator (not necessarily periodic), and the signals w, z, y, and u are defined as follows: w,

exogenous disturbance; z, signals to be regulated; y, measured plant output; and u, control inputs

to the plant. Pp can be thought as a four block matrix each block being a linear causal N-periodic

system. The following common assumptions are made:

Assumption 3.1 The system of figure 1 is well-posed [6, 4].

Assumption 3.2 Pp is finite dimensional and stabilizable.

Assumption 3.2 means that Pp has the state space description

Pp -(A(-), (BI1(.)B2(.)), (C10 i(-) D1()22)
C2(·>j D,,(.) D22(.)

with all the matrices above being N-periodic and the pairs (A(.),B 2(.)) and (A(.),C 2(.)) being

stabilizable and detectable respectively. Also, a sufficient condition for assuption 3.1 to hold is that

D 22(.) = 0.

Now let T,, represent the resulting map from w to z for a given compensator C,.

The first problem we want to solve is when w is assumed to be any e2 disturbance and we are

interested in minimizing the worst case energy of z. Namely, our objective can be stated as (OBJ°):

Find C. such that the resulting closed loop system is stable and also the induced norm IITrozll over

e2 is minimized.

The second problem we want to solve is when we assume that w is a stationary zero mean

Gaussian white noise with E[wwT] = I and we seek to minimize the average noise power in z. So

our objective is stated as (OBJ 2 ):

Find C, such that the resulting closed loop system is stable and also

M-1

lim (1/2M) E trace(E[Z(k)z= (k)])
+k=-M
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Figure 1: Block Diagram for Disturbance Rejection.

is minimized.

In the sequel we show that these problems can be turned into equivalent LTI problems. Towards

this end, we lift each of the four blocks of Pp and let P denote the resulting LTI plant. Consider

now, the disturbance rejection problem for the system P and let Tz,, denote the map from tb = Ww

to z = Wz. Note that assumption 3.1 guarantees the well-posedness of the LTI problem. Let

p = (P 21 P11 2), and let the following represent a doubly coprime factorization of P22: P22 =
NiD - = D - 1N , and

Xr -Y, Dt Yl
-N, D, N) Xi = 

where the factors are obtained by the formulas in [6] (which preserve the block lower triangular

structure.) Then it is well known [12, 5, 11, 4] that all the feasible maps are given as Tz, = H-UQV

where H, U, V E BTI and Q E BTV. Moreover, H, U, V are determined by P. Now, the following

lemma shows the aforementioned equivalence.

Lemma 3.1 The (OBJ") with a = oo or 2 is equivalent to the problem (OPTs):

inf lIIH- UQVIl U
QE:*00

subject to Q(O) is block lower triangular. Morover, if Qo is the optimal solution to the above

problem then the optimal compensator for the periodic plant is the inverse lift of

C = (YE - D 1Qo)(X1 - NIQ°)- ' = (X,. - QoN,)-(Y, - QoD,).

Proof For the case a = oo we use fact 2.3 and fact 2.4 to obtain

inf IITwll1 = inf Hp - UpQppll
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where Qp is N-periodic, stable, and Hp = L-'(H), Up = L-'(U), Vp = L-'(V). Now, by facts 2.1

and 2.2 it follows that

inf IIHp - U QpVp1 = inf IH - UQVI .
QV Q=L(Qp) ;

For the case a = 2 it is known from the classical general LQG solution (for example [?]) that

the optimal solution consists of solving a pair of periodic Riccatti equations. Specifically, using the

asymptotic solutions of the Riccatti equations a state estimator and a feedback gain is obtained;

then putting together these two elements yields the optimal controller. Now, from the results in

[?, ?] and by assumming that the pairs (A(.), Bl(.)),(A(.),Cl(.)) are stabilizable and detectable

respectively we conclude that the asymptotic solution of the Riccatti equations are periodic and

hence the optimal controller is periodic. In fact, the stabilizability and detectability assumptions

can be further weakened ([?, ?]). Therefore, it is enough to search over periodic controllers. But

then by looking at the lifted problem this is a standard LQG problem in LTI systems. Moreover

since E[twT] = I and

M-1 M-1

lim (1/2M) E trace(E[z(k)zT(k)]) = (1/N) lim (1/2M) E trace(E[i(k)iT(k)])
M-400 k=-M M-- - k=-M

then by solving the LTI problem subject to the causality conditions on the LTI controller will result

to the optimal controller for the periodic system. But the LTI problem is

inf IH - UQV1II,
QE-*OO

subject to Q(O) being block lower triangular and therefore the proof is comlete. I
It is problems (OPTa) with a = oo and 2 that we approach in the following section.

4 Problem Solution

First, by performing an inner outer factorization [6] for U, V we obtain

U = UiUo, v = VoVi

where the subscript i stands for "inner" and o for "outer"; i.e. UT,(A-1')i(A) = I and (Vi(A- )aT(A) =

I. We will also make the simplifying technical assumption that C(A), V(X) do not loose rank on

the unit circle and hence Uo, Vo have stable right and left inverses respectively. Then we proceed

by reflecting the causality constraints of Q(O) on UoQVo. Towards this end let Z = UoQVo; the

following proposition from [2, 3] shows how Z is affected due to the constraints on Q.
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Proposition 4.1 Let Z E ?roW then

3Q E 7'H with Q(O) block lover triangular and Z = UoQVo

if and only if

Z(O) E SA = {Uo(O)AVo(O) : A block lower triangular matrix}.

Proposition 4.1 shows that only Z(O) is constrained to lie in a certain finite dimensional subspace

(i.e. SA) otherwise Z can be arbitrary in 'H0. One can easily find a basis for this subspace by

considering SAl and finding a basis for this subspace. This is done in [2, 31 and we briefly repeat

the procedure here: For each element j of Q(0) with indices (Ij,mj) that has to equal 0 (i.e. the

elements that are not in the block lower triangular portion of Q(O)) we associate a matrix Rj with

the same dimension as Q(0) that has all its entries but one equal to 0. The non-zero entry is taken

to equal 1 and its indices are precisely the ones that correspond to j i.e. (lj, mj). Then if r is the

number of the elements in Q(0) that are necessarily equal to 0 then the annihilator subspace So is

SA = {B : UjT(O)BVT(O) E span(R,R,...,R

A basis {B 1, B 2 ... , BB } for this subspace can be found in a routine way (see [3] for details.) When

U,, Vo are square the computation of the basis is immediate. Namely,

B = Uo T(O)RjV T(0) j = 1,...

Now, if (e, .) denotes the inner product in the finite dimensional Euclidean space of matrices then

Z(O) E SA if and only if (Z(0), Bj) = O Vj = 1,...jB.

In view of the above proposition the optimization problem becomes:

inf I1 - UiZVjjj3j,ZEioo,Z(O)ESA

We are now ready to approach the problems for each case a = oo and a = 2 separately.
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4.1 The 7-/° problem

We solve this problem by modifying the standard Nehari's approach [6] ir, order to account for the

additional causality constraint on the compensator. This modification yields to a finite dimensional

convex optimization problem over a convex closed set that needs to be solved before applying the

standard solution to the Nehari problem. For simplicity, we assume that Ui, Vi are square. We will

come back to the general 4-block problem later.

The solution to the 1-block case is as follows: Let R = Ui*HVi* where it*(A) = -[T()-1), Vi(A) =

VT(A-l) and define for each J E SA the system RJ as:

Rj(A) = A-(k(A) J).

The following theorem shows how to obtain the optimal solution to

IL.Ho. = inf IH- UZVi|j, .
ZEW ooZ(O)ESA

Theorem 4.1 For each J E SA, let FRR represent the Hankel operator [6] with symbol RJ; then

the following hold:

1. iHoo = infzExHoo,Z(O)ESA hIR - Z11,oo = infJEsA [IrRJ J,

2. infjesA 1lrR,[1 is a finite dimensional optimization of a convex and continuous functional on a

convex closed set,

3. if Jo is the solution to the proceeding convex programming problem and Xo is the solution to

the standard Nehari problem

inf IIRJo- Xl
XE7too

then the optimal solution Zo is given by

2o(A) = JO + AXo(A).

Proof For the first part note that since Ui(A), Vi(A), AI are inner then

lIH - UiZVill = IlU*HVi* - Zll = IIR- Zl

Writting Z(A) = Z(O) + XZ(X) with Z arbitrary in 7H-O we have

JJR- Z11 = R(A) - Z(O) - AT(A) = A1-'((A) - Z(O)) - Z(A)
11Z



Now, if J E SA then from Nehari's theorem we have:

inf IIRJ -ZIt rIIPRJI
ZEW-

hence the first' part of the proof follows.

The second part is showed by computing lr1 Rj, I using state space formulae. In particular we are

going to compute the controllability and observability grammians [6] associated with rR,. Towards

this end let R correspond via the Fourier transform to the double-sided (since R is not necessarily

stable) sequence (R(i)) _oo, then RJ will correspond to (RJ(i)),_,.o with RJ(i) = R(i+1) Vi # -1

and Rj(-1) = R(O) - J. Let now a represent the stable (causal) system associated with the pulse

response {O, R(-1), R(-2),. . .} and let (~,B,i,0) be a minimal state space description of it. Let

also G represent the stable system associated with the pulse response {O, RJ(-1), RJ(-2),...} i.e.

G is the anticausal part of RJ but viewed as a causal (one-sided) system. Then it easy to check

that G has the state space description (A, B, C, O) with

A=( a O[ r)W B= 0(,) C=(U J7)

where 7 = R(O) - J. Finally, let W,, Wo be the controllability and observability grammians for G

i.e.

C = E AkBBT(AT)k
h=O

00

Wo = L(AT)kCTCAk.
k=O

Then W, and Wo are the solutions to the Lyapunov equations:

W,- AWcAT = BBT, Wo- ATWoA =CTC.

Similarly, let W,, Wo be the controllability and observability grammians for Z.
Following [6] we have that IIrRJII = p/ 2 (WJ1/2WoW?/2). Using the state space description we

compute

( 0)
W: 0 I

W (o =:T ) } +K

where

K = E(A T )kCT CAk = ( , C At
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Note that K does not depend on J . Also, since K > 0 then K = K 1/ 2K 1/ 2 with K 1/ 2 > 0. Now,

proceeding with the computations and rearranging certain terms we obtain:

W112W 0W2= R)MTM( J + LTL

where
M = (~ OC ), L = K/2W1/2M -

Hence

IrRl =pl'/2(wl/2WoW' 12) =o7( Mo )1

with h ( 7 ) Therefore

inf 1rRj = inf e[( Mr 
JESA E§

where

S= {(I J): 7=R(0)+J, J E SA}.

Clearly, since SA is a space then S is a convex set. Moreover if 'lh, H2 E , and t E [0,1] we have

(M(tgl + (1- t)L 2) : I(tMIl )+( (1 - t)M7L )2

or

(M(t]l +(1 - t)H2) < t·y[ MgI ]+ (1 - 07 i L )]

which shows that ai ( ML) is convex in H and consequently in J. Also, continuity of [ ( 
with respect to J is apparent and therefore our second claim is prooved.

The third part of the theorem is immediate given that a bounded minimizer J, of the convex

minimization in the second part can be found in SA (note SA is unbounded). In fact, this is always

the case and the proof of it follows from the fact that the optimal solution Z has to be bounded:

Clearly the selection Z = 0 is a legitimate one since Z(O) E SA. Hence pTH. < IIHII; if now

11 ZI > 2 11Hll then

IIH - UiZVj1 > IlZI - IIHII > lIHII >_ a-.

Therefore for Z to be a minimizer it is necessary that IlZlI < 2 IIHIJ and hence W[Z(O)] < 2 llHII

which implies that the search for the optimal J can be constrained in a closed and bounded subset

SA of SA. Namely,

SA = {J E SA: F[J] < 2 IIHII}.
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But then the continuity of the cost implies that an optimal Jo can be found in SA which is bounded. I

The previous theorem irnd'cates what is the additional conve:x minimization problem that has

to be solved in order to account for the causality constraint on QS(). The following corollary is a

direct consequence from the proof of the Theorem 4.1.

Corollary 4.1 With the notation as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 the convex minimization problem

of item 2 in Theorem 4.1 is

mn p1/2(W1/ 2 WoW1/2 )
JESA

with

(I, W 0 ) O ° TJ ) TV ( WVr B )- 0 1), W.0 = 7T- 7 )7 + (WoT i ArwoD)
and 7 = R(O) + J.

The above convex programming problem can be solved with descent algorithms. In [?] the au-

thors treating a problem of ' °° otimization with time domain constraints arive at a similar finite

dimensional convex programming problem. As they indicate the cost might not be defferentiable at

all points and therefore methods of non-differentiable optimization are called for. Although these

generalized descent methods might be slow they have guaranteed convergence properties. In [?]

and the references therein alternatives are given to improve the convergence rate.

The full 4-block problem i.e. when Ui and/or Vi are not square is treated analogously as in the

standard Nehari approach [6] with the so-called y-iterations. In particular, using exactly the same

arguments as in [6] the same iterative procedure can be established where at each iteration step a

1-block (square) problem with the additional causality constraints on the free parameter Q needs to

be solved. Hence, the aforementioned procedure of solving the 7n" constraind problem is complete.

4.2 The 7'2 problem

The solution to this problem is obtained by utilizing the Projection theorem as follows: Let again

R = UiHVi' and let Y = {Y(O),Y(1),Y(2), . .} represent the projection of R onto '72 i.e. Y =

IIh2(R). Also, consider the finite dimensional Euclidean space E of real matrices with dimensions

equal to those of Y(O) and let 1
SA represent the projection operator onto the subspace SA of E.

Then
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Theorem 4.2 The optimal solution Zo for the problem

Z inf - Uo) .iZVi ll

is give!n by

Zo = {IIsA(Y(O)), Y(1), Y(2),...}.

Proof The proof follows from a direct application of the Projection theorem in the Hilbert space

£2. Let 'Hs = (Z: Z E -2, Z(O) E SA} then 'Hs is a closed subspace of £2. Also, let (,, ,) denote

the inner product in £2. Viewing Ui and Vi as operators on £2 we have that Zo is the optimal

solution if and only if

(H - UiZoVi, UiZVi) = 0 VZ E Es

or equivalently

(UnHVi* - Zo, Z) = O VZ E 'Hs

or equivalently

IIi,(tUHVi* - Zo) = 0.

But

C,(vU;Hv, ') = ({IISA(Y(O)), Y(1), Y(2),...} E 'H"

which completes the proof. I

The above theorem states that only the first component of the classical solution Y is affected.

5 Applications

5.1 Optimal Performance in Multi-Rate Systems

As it is indicated in [3] the problem of optimal disturbance rejection in multirate sampled data

systems is of the same type as in periodic. Again, a litfting method [8, 9, 10]is applied to transform

the problem to an equivalent LTI one. The lifting technique induces a causality constraint on the

equivalent LTI optimal compensator C()A) that is reflected on the feedforward term C(O). This

constraint is of the same type with the periodic case. Namely, certain elements of C(0) have to

equal to 0. This restriction transforms to exaclty the same restriction [9, 10] on the feedforward

term Q(0) of the Youla parameter Q. Using the same arguments as in the periodic case these

constraints can be reflected to constraint on Z(0); the latter are of the form Z(O) E SA, where SA,

is a completely determined finite dimensional space. Hence, exactly the same results hold as in the

periodic case for the optimal 7'- and 7H2 performance.
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5.2 Robust Stabilization of Periodic and Multi-Rate Systems

In this subsection we consider the problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions for stability

in the presence of unstructured perturbations in the feedback loop of periodic systems. In particular

we encounter the following problem: Let Gp be a periodic system in BTV and Ap be an unknown

stable periodic perturbation in the class

v = {Ap E BTv: iIAp, < 1}.

The question now is under what conditions the pair (Gp, A p ) under feedback results in a 12 stable

system. A sufficient condition is the small gain condition [4] i.e. IIjGII < 1. In fact as we will indicate

in what follows, this is necessary as well: Let G, A represent the lifts of Gp, Ap respectively and let

A represent the delay operator (i.e. the shift operator.) If [IGII > 1 then IIAGII = 11GII > 1 and

hence there exists t?] a A1 with IIA1 II < 1 such that the pair (AG, Al) in feedback is unstable. But

then the pair (G,A ) is unstable with A ° = AA 1; moreover since Ilao"l = Ila111 < 1 and also a ° is

strictly proper then by fact 2.2 we conclude that if IIGpll > 1 there is a destabilizing A; E VD with

AO being the inverse lift of AO.

In the discussion above Gp will depend in general on the particular controller C, we pick for the

nominal unperturbed system. Hence if we wish to maximize the tolerance to perturbations in the

class V) the peroblem we have to solve is

inf IIG,(C,)lI
C, stabilizing

which is a performance problem in periodic systems that can be solved with the method indicated

in section 4. Finally, the situation is exactly the same when we encounter the robustness problem

for multirate systems: The small gain condition is necessary as well as sufficient for stability in the

presence of unstructured perturbations.

6 Conclusions

In, this paper we presented the solutions to the optimal 12 to 12 disturbance rejection problem

(7/C') as well as the solution to the LQG (X/2) problem in periodic systems using the lifting technique.

Both problems involved a causality condition on the optimal LTI compensator when viewed in

the lifted domain. The 7' 0 problem was solved using the Nehari's theorem whereas in the W{2

problem the solution was obtained using the Projection theorem. In particular, the dfl problem

was solved by modifying the standard Nehari's approach in order to account for the additional
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causality constraint on the compensator. This modification yielded to a finite dimensional convex

optimization problem over a convex set that needs to be solved before applying the standard solution

to the Nehari problem. The solution to the above convex finite dimensional problem can be obtained

easily using standard programming techniques. In the H72 casc the solution was obtained from the

optimal (standard) unconstrained problem by projecting only the feedforward term of the standard

solution to the allowable subspace. Also we demonstrated that exactly the same methods can be

applied to solve the performance problems in the case of multi-rate sampled data systems. Finally,

we indicated that the small gain condition is necessary as well as sufficient for £2-stability in periodic

and multirate systems.
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